Current Cell-Based Therapies in the Chronic Liver Diseases.
Liver diseases account for one of the leading causes of deaths in global health care. Furthermore, chronic liver failure such as liver cirrhosis is, namely, responsible for these fatal conditions. However, only liver transplantation is an established treatment for this end-stage condition, although the availability of this salvage treatment option is quite limited. Thus, the novel therapy such as artificial liver devices or cellular administration has been regarded as feasible. Especially cellular therapies have been proposed in decades. The technical advancement and progress of understanding of cellular differentiation have contributed to the development of basis of cellular therapy. This attractive therapeutic option has been advanced from original embryonic stem cells to more effective cellular fractions such as Muse cells. Indeed several cellular therapies including bone marrow-derived stem cells or peripheral blood-derived stem cells were initiated; the recent most organized clinical trials could not demonstrate its efficacy. Thus, truly innovative cellular therapy is needed to meet the scientific demands, and Muse cell administration is the remaining approach to this. In this article, we will discuss the current development and status of cellular therapy toward chronic liver failure.